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CODE SWITCHING AND THE CLASSROOM TEACHER

INTRODUCTION

ns and Examples

Code Switching:

_Code switching can be defined as the alternating use Of two languages
on the word,_ phrase, clause, or sentence level. Such alternation
_differs frocriinguistic interference and integration in that in_
_code switching, there is ordinarily a clean break between phonemic
systems. in essence, code switching involves introducing_into the
__context_of one language stretches of speech that exhibit the other__
In ,:her words,
=,___Ianguage's phonological and morphological features.

1,_whfa_bilingual speakers of English and Spanish are speaking Spanish
___and_introduce a word, phrase, clause, or sentence that is recogniz_ably English (in both pronunciation and form), they are said to
__havecode-switched into English. The same bilinguals may codeswitch -into Spanish by introducing Spanish words, clauses, etc.
their English speech. The following examples will clarify the
ve definition:
1.

No, yo si brincaba en el trampoline when I 1,_-; a senior.

(No, I did jump on the trampoline when I was a senior.)
2-

La c -onsulta era eight dollars.

(The office visit was eight dollars.)
Tenfa un vestido que era 741mo de lace.

(I had-a dress that looked as if it was made of lace.)
Well, 1 keep starting some. Como por un ries todos los dfas
Last week empec6 otra vez.
escribo y ya dejo.

For-about a month I write
(Well, I keep starting some.
every day and then I stop. Last week I started again.)

6

Tg_BLE

factnrs

itchuna3atternilis

he social role of speakers

ions =wi.tt

clan,

topic.

language=

setting_etc.

kinked to the

Mother uses Enklish to chat with daughters but switches cc
Spanish to repneand
Students switch

to EngliS_ to

discuss details of* Imith__

C=2.
_

_

Iii!grOup cumberShip

Contextual, related to
=

original speaker
sponse-to

Ese_bato, 6rale, Saale pues_used in English eenvesations
regardless=etual Spanish-fluency,-

stressed

I lo iluegvis a dijo el Mr. Johnson clue I have to studz.

g

(R.mark was actually made

Internal_ Factors

actable,
wetting, or language donrrance, occur
un

word level

eve to preceding

or

Very =man words. such -as days of the week or colors.
Function like English synanyes, _gal- -_girl,
fisiimas al partyayer yi-estuvortan

Include the "tip of the tongue phenomenon:-

Related to language
spontaneous-versus

lations

dish.)

momentarily fortotten;
following items

Include linguistic rvoitinel

tematic speech

Course, etc.

_

Yo lo vi, you know, but I didn't speak_
triggered by the preformulation,L=
_

You_ know, glad to -feet you, thanks for calling,
nolcates

Ile insisted quo_ no me Iurra. But I did anyway,
was originally Fade in English

Obvious stylistic devices used for emphasis or

He t=6 to= In =facers, the whole coffee pot.

not related to language used

to

Estecste..-yo si querfa ir.

by original speaker

No.7-00ntextual.

nO

ha

Contrast
Involve using the last language used b1 the
preceding speaker

Certain speakers_ will always follow the language switches

of other

SpeakerS;-Others_millrnOt=.

Me t

cafetera, the whole coffee pot.

(I drank the ::hole coffee pot, the whole coffee pot.)
6.

And he was laughing 'cause he saw me coming in.
iendo de mi.=

Se estaba

(And he was laughing 'cause he saw me coming in.
laughing at me.)l
While a number of researchers have estabLished varying classificatins }or types of code switching, he process can be characterized
switch_into Spanish or English
(1) ea
by the - following features:
h words, and (2) these words
consists of unchanged Spanish or
are pronounced by the speaker as a native speaker of that language
It is important not to confuse code switchwould pronounce them.
ing with the process of borrowing, illustrated in the following
example:
7.

Los muchachos estin puchando la troca.
(The boys are pushing the truck.)

(from the English verb push) has Lot only
In this case
been given Spanish pronunciatio_ but has also been transformed into
In the same way, troca is no longer
a Spanish present participle,
identical with English truck but has been assimilated into the
Spanish iinguistic system. This is not the case in code switching,
where all items are used exactly as they are found in the original
language_,

Code Switching and the Classroom Teacher: Some
Possible Problems and Misinterpretations

An understanding of code :witching is es7Pcially important for those
classroom teachers whose students include Spanish/English bilinguals.
While a great deal has already been said concerning the importance
=of acceptance of the child's home language by the teacher, such
discussions have generally involved the different varieties or dialeea of both English and Spanish that children bring with them to
the classroom. Very little has been said about the characteristics
of bilingual speakers who habitually alternate between two languages
Moreover, bilingualism itself is very poorly
in their communities.
understood by most educators, and, for that reason, much of the
literature available to the classroom teacher misrepresents language
processes that are normal for bilingual speakers of every linguistic
community. A typical instance is the labeling of the alternating
use of English and Spanish in this country as "Spanglish," "Mex- Tex,"
or "Focho," and the common belief, held by many teachers, that
children who code-switch really speak neither English nor Spanish.

_

Clearly, such misunderstandings are serious. It is reprehensible
for professionals to label children alingual simply because they do
_not have-a clear understanding of exactly what such language alternation involves- It is particularly unfortunate to find that educators involved in bilingual programs ha-s-e little knowledge of what_
such language_ alternation can reveal about (1) the language strengths
of their students, (2) the real use of the two languages in the
community, and (3) their own use of two languages within the bilingual-classroom,
The purpose of this paper is to provide classroom teachers with background information about code switching and its role and function
within a bilingual community. The many facets of code switching as
well as its varying characteristics will be described itfziome detail,
as these phenomena have been found to occur between s;_veral differ=
ent pairs of languages. Also included will be a brief discuss-on of
code switching in the classroom and the importance of the teacher's
_ attitude toward this linguistic process.

TOWARD AN UNDERSTANDING OF CODE SWITCHING WITHIN THE
FRk4EWORK OF A BILINGUAL CONIMUNITY

Bilingualis

A Brief Overview of General Processes

Bilingualism is a widespread natural phenomenon.
It has come
about in different places for different reasons. Nevertheless, all
natural=bilingual situations have in common the fact that bilingualism-will occur at those timzs when the speakers' first language
Will not meet all their communicative needs. As Einar Haugen has
put it,"Necessity is the mother of bilingualism" (Hauge:, 1953).
For example, a particular community may wish to trade with another
community that_speaks a different language.
Under these circumstances,
number of citizens of both communities may become bilingual enough to carry or such trade.
Or, a particular geographical
__area may le conquered by a group of people who speak another Ianguage.
In this case, if the language of the conquerors is established as,the language of education, commerce, and so forth, the
newly conquered community (to the degree that it participates in
these activities) must become bilingual. Or, a group of persons
may leave their community and become members of another community
that has a different language. Again, to the extent that these
rsons_ want .o participate in the life of he new community, they
I become bilingual.

The word bilingual, as used by linguists, is a general term that
_includes varying degrees of proficiency in two languages. Bilingual, from this perspective, does not mean that speakers are per_ fectly balanced in their use or strengths in both their languages,

0

but rather that they can function, to whatever degree, in store than
one language. Bilingual individuals, then, may ,ave in common only
the_fact that they are not monolingual.

7-,-

7

It is also important to distinguish between the "academic" bilingual
The former becomes bilingual by
and the ''natural" bilingual.
choice, generally acquires such additional language skills in an
academic context, and may or may not actually be a member of a
bilingual community. Such persons normally interact with monolinThe natural bilingual,
gual-speakers of each of their two languages.
on,theother_hand, is the product of a specific linguistic community
thatuses one of its languages for certain functions and the other
In Spain, for example, Catalan_ foether functions or situations.
speaking-communities generally retain Catalan for intetaction within
the family or with friends and employ Spanish as the "national"
=language of the_country. Until King Juan Caries's recent decree,
all _schooling in this area had been in Spanish. As a result,
present-7day Catalan speakers have become bilingual of necesity.
They -are natural bilinguals, products of an environment that requires
that_certain_proficiencies be retained in one language and acquired
in-the other. Unlike academic bilinguals, however, natural bilininteract primarily with other bilingual speakers within their
-own-comunity_ However, they are also able (to a greater or lesser
degree, depending upon the specialized use of each of their lan_gages) -to interact with monolingual speakers in each of their lenguages
_The language strengths and weaknesses of bilingual individuals
'r in
cannot really be understood without a knowledge of the r
Which these two languages arc used in their linguistic c4junity.
Indeed, everyone uses language according to certain sociolinguistic
rules. While no one, except linguists, may be aware of such rules,
Part of
__they essentially determine who says what to whom and when.
belonging to a speech communit involves knowing what to say, when
-to say it, how formal, friendly, or intimate to be, and under which
circumstances to speak or to remain silent.

Bilingual Individuals also know from early childhood the appropriate conditions under which to speak each of their two languages.
Some communities have a rigid separation of functions for their
two languages: for example, language Ais used at home and with
Other communifamily, and language B is used for school and work.
ties show different patterns: for example, language A _is used with
certain members of the family and intimate friends and language B
with bilinguals with who there is less intimacy. In the United
States, most immigrant bilingual communities slowly increase use
of their English for all activities and functions so that by the
fourth generation, the community has gone from predominantly bilingual to predominantly monolingual speakers.
The use of the -=two languages in a community will be reflected in

4

the relative proficiency of its bilingual members in each of the
languages. For example, if all church activities are carried out
exClusively in. language A, bilinguals will be able to discuss
__religiiiiis:topics with greater ease in language A than in language
B. Bilinguals who have pursued an education exclusively in one of
't-languages and who have reserved the other language for nonintellectual-, informal use will reflect this fact in the relative
_ease pith whickthey can enter into academic discussions in one

janguage wrsus the other.
Bilingual_communities will also differ in regard to their attitude
towardibilingualism, their loyalty to their first language,_and
theit_desire__ to resist any influence from the second or "outside"
Many communities, speakers are encouraged_to_speak
only one_oLtheir_languages and to resist all borrowings from_the__
__ =other language.
In most communities, however, the unique laws or
grinciples of speech economy prevail, and bilingual speakers permit
tht_use_of either or both their languages to communicate with each
oth-er

9721, who developed the concept of speech economy, define
it as a highly structured system of communicative acts and events
that is characteristic of a group. Such a system is influenced by
_____cultural values, beliefs, institutions, and linguistic codes. The
_boundaries and rules for communication include suck aspects as the
use of different linguistic codcs for different functions. From
ti_
the work of Fishman C19641, it_is clear that stableintragrenip__
__bilingualism in any community is characterized by the fact that its
members may use both languages for communicating hith ea...h other,
___witheach language serving unique communicative ends. Each language___as we have stated previously, is not used
every type of
exchange_possible in the community.
Such use would make one or the
other of the languages superfluous.
Compartmentalization of the
functions, rather than duplication, is the rule. Members of such
speech communities do not feel that each of their languages is
threatened by the presence of the other; rather, they are generally
_quite_c^mfortable using one language or the other, or unique varieties of both, in the manner accepted withintheiz_partieularsrstem
-of- communication.

_

Another c.rcept closely related to the study of bilingualism is
language cultact. Two languages are said to be in contact when
they are _sed alternately by the same_speakers.
Recent research on
bilingualita has demonstrated that language usage norms within communities in which languages are in contact arc often significantly
different from those prevailing in monolingual societies. As the
effects or results of language contact are studied around the
world, it becomes evident that when two languages are spoken by
group of bilinguals, certain changes develop in each of the rme
:Languages.

Onc. of the common effects of such language contact is the phenomenon
known as interference.2 Interference is a momentary_transfer from
one language to another of elements from one of the languages spoken
by a_bilingual. There may be interference In the case_of Spanish/
English bilinguals from their English into their Spanish or con_versely from their Spanish into their English, regardless of which
_language is_dominant.
_

Integration is another phenomenon commonly found in bilingual momAs opposed to interference, integration involves the
_rogular use_of_items from ore language in the other.
Such regular
_borrowing takes_place in all bilingual communities for a number of
_reasons. Norwegian immigrants to the United States, for example,
did_not have the exact equivalents in Norwegian for certain farming,
terms that they needed to use and so borrowed them from English.
inanofher_form of integration, words in the first language are
_______extendedso_take on a completely new meaning, simply because they
___stiund_like_words in the new language. For example, the word
grmserla (rude remark) is now used in some bilingual commurities_
for_the_ English word grocery. Finally, borrowing often takes place
because_the words of the new language are used so frequently that
_they_become more accessible to bilingual speakers, even though
there might be perfectly acceptable words in the first language.
__munities.

The following examples show that interference and ,..ategratiom do
not-occur only on the lexical level.
1.

Phonological Interference
A._ Spanish to English
(pronounced
(pronounced
ship (pronounced
speak (pronounced

bit

-chip
J

_(4)
B.

beet)
cheep)
cheep)
espeak)

English to Spanish

The following are characteristic of the native English
speaker learning Spanish.)
(1)
(2)

mesa
todo

(pronounced maysa)
(pronounced towdow)

Syntactic Interference
A.

Spanish to English
(1)
(2)

Echo of the Spanish subjunctive:
My aims are that I graduate from college
Grammatical order:
Goes the class to the library.
Syntactic agreement:
The people is...

6

4 to Spanish
(1)

Use of progressive aspect:

Dos direcciones donde se cstg vendiendo estamp
(Two addresses where stamps are being sold.)
Estamos tcniendo cielos nublados.
Ole arc having cloudy skies.)
(2)

Use of prepositions:
Es iaportante a comprar.
(It's important to buy.)
Esti bnamorado con el=l
(He is ill love with her.)

_essence, in bilingual communities, bilinguals interact primarily
with other bilinguals, and the principle of specialization versus
duplication prevails. Bilingual speakers are aware that each of
their Innguages has certai7_ strengths and that two languages can
In
be used simultaneously to --nivey the most precise meaning.
order to taYe advantage of this fact, special verbal strategies are
One
commonly developed by bilinguals whet talking to each other.
such verbal strategy is code switching, which, as we defined al.ave,
In the foliating
involves_the alternating use of two languages.
section, general characteristics of code switching will be examined
in order to illustrate the complexity of this dynamic verbal process.

Code Switching as a Worldwide Phenoneno

Within the last decade, code switching beween Various pairs of
languages has been studied in some depth. Such language alternation
nbeen found to be characteristic of connunities bilingual in
Swedisn and English, Greek and English, French and English, Yiddish
and English, Italian and English, German and English, two dialects
of_Norwegian and English, two dialects of Jindi and English, Hindi
In essence,
and Punjabi, and, of course, English and Spanish.
research in this area has sought to explore the following questions:
1.

is code switching random and meaningless?
is social information conveyed by a change in language?
Is code switching used stylistically by speakers, tha.. is,
to add color to speech or for emphasis?

4.

Is code switching related to the relative proficiency of
bilingual speakers in each of their languages'
Is code switchirg rule governed, that is, du syntactic constraints operate on code switching on the word, phrase, ind
clause levels?

6.

How do each of the above factors interact in the use of this
verbal strategy by individual speakers?
-

_

There is little doubt at the moment about the first two questions.
_Code switching has been found to be neither random nor meaningless.
Rather, it is a device that conveys important social infcrination
_ranging from role relationships between speakers to feelings of
solidarity, intimacy, and so forth.
In the discussion below, a
number of these communicative processes will be illustrated.
While
all examples have been drawn from the literature on English/Spanish
code switching, each of these strategies has been found among
several of_the pairs of languages mentioned above.

Code Switching as a Means of Reflecting Social Information
_

It_was established_earlier that it is common for bilingual communities to use their two_languages in different domains and settings.
When this occurs, a specific language becomes identified with
certain_roles (for example, English for teachers, employers, and
_policemen,_and Spanish for grandparents, the ages]); with certain
__topics (family chit-chat, neighborhood gossip, and religion as
opposed to the work domain, academic subjects, politics); and with
_certain settings (private versus public).
Code switching, then,
can signal the fact that two bilinguals are shifting their role
relationship with regard to one another, are shifting topics, or
are responding to the particular characteristics of the setting.
For example, it is not unusual for a bilingual employer and employee
to discuss matters relating to business in the language_of the
work domain, followed by a switch, within the same conversation, to
the language of the home or neighborheil for a discussion of personal experiences or social talk.
In the following examples, the
strategy of such switches can be seen :dearly:
Which dregs -are you going
dance, Barbie?

Mother

Barbie (12)

Mother

Barbie

Mother

:

:

:

:

o wear to the

The white one.

[Looking at her eight-year-old Soh slurping
a milkshake nearby] Which one?
The one with the puffy sleeves.
[Interrupting to correct the boy] Leo,
si6ntatc, mira lo que est6s hacienda.
tirando todo el milkshake.

(Leo, sit down, look what you're doing.
You're spilling all the milkshake.)3

8

0

list5s

ere-a mother is speaking to her adolescent daughter. Her eightyear-old_son is playing nearby, The mother becomes more and more
impatient with_the boy when he fails to respond to her directions.
nally,_ to emphasize-her annoyance (and her parental role), she

chesnto-Spanish.
Thissame_role-revealing switch has been found among Mexican Ameri--=can children-tTErica=McLure:
Pat-(girl, 9)

:

=:Roli Xbrother, -3):

Stop it, Roll.

You're stupid!

You stupid Pat.

Tat

[Laughing and holding R off]

Roll

[Trips and beginsto cry]

-Pat

Don't hit me!

!Ay Roli! Mi hijito, Lqu6 pas6?
(Oh, Roll, my baby, what happened?)1

_The friendly banter of two children changes dramatically when the
71__younger child is hurt. At that point, the older sister assumes
the role of the comforting mother and switches into Spanish.
Obviously, these switches are neither random nor meaningless.
Moreover, each took place on the sentence level, which is typical
_ofswitches of this kind. There is no question that insufficient
:language strength could have caused either of these switches.
The
_following situations also illustrate how code switching conveys
social information:
1.

Two bilinguals speak Spanish in a restaurant until the
waitress approaches. At that point they switch to English
and continue to use this language with the waitress, even
though she herself is Mexican American and bilingual._

2.

Two bilinguals greet each other in public in English, and
_while most of the conversation takes place in this language,
such Spanish expressions as "gndale pues" and "6rale, 6ra1e"
are frequently used in the conversation. Such :,witches are
known as identivi markers and are used to express solidarity
and intimacy between two speakers of the same ethnic group.

3.

Two bilinguals are speaking rapid Spanish but when joined
by a third bilingual, they switch to English. Again, this
switch is not meaningless. Possibly the two bilinguals
(a) the third bilingual is not an intimate
switch because:
with whom they wish to speak the "home" language; (b) the
third bilingual feels uncomfortable speaking Spanish and
has previously made this preference known; (c) the third
bilingual represents a role identified with English; or,

(d) the conversation switches to a formal level (English
use predominates), and the reintroduction of Spanish (the
informal register) is left up to the new speaker.
Clearly, such switching reflects the language use of the community
of which the bilinguals are members. As such, code switching can
be studied and analyzed by those persons who wish to learn more
about the appropriate rules for speaking within a certain community.
Such information can be of great benefit for those involved in the
planning or implementation of bilingual education programs. For
the classroom teacher, it is extremely important to emphasize that
this type of code switching does not reveal language weakness but,
rather, a high degree of sophistication of the speakers in the
various uses and functions of each of their languages.

Code Switching as a Stylistic Process
Unlike switching that conveys social information, stylistic
switching is dependent upon the individual speaker's personal
preference for one or the other of two languages, provided that
Such stylisthe socipl situation in question permits either code.
tic switching takes place more commonly within the same sentence
(on the word, phrase, or clause level) but can also be found on
Essentially, stylistic switching is used as a
the sentence level.
personal rhetorical device to add color to an utterance, to emphasize, to contrast, to underscore a context, to create new poetic
meanings, and the like. The following examples will clarify this
distinctive strategy:
The repetition of the same Item in two languages:
Me tomb toda la cafetera, the whole coffee pot.
(I drank the whole coffee pot, the whole coffee pot.)
(Spoken with the intonation us2d in the TV ad, "I ate the
whole thing.")
..

The use of one language as the language of narration and th-eother language as the language of paraphrase:
Y le dije, I really don't want to RI. Y me dijo, well I
Asf es que se fue y ya no lo vi.
Euiessi can take Elsie.

And he told me,
So he left and I didn't

(And I said, Ii..rly...J9111TELJTl.
well I guess I can take Elsie.
see him again.)
3.

The use of items in one language that do not have equivalents
of the same strength in the other:

10

He was like muy antipatico (,ery unpleasant) and nobody

4.

The use of items in one language to emphasize their ethnic
content:
The chicane has got to know that her familia (family)
comes first.

Evrtv September we would go out and get some membrillos

S. -The-attual poetic use of both languages:
Ayers

mi padre-tambik salio
-solito

and_crawred-a-gatas
on:buraing_sands,of time.
(Yesterday
my _father-also went out
alone
and crawled on all fours

on burning sands of time.)6
In the above example, the poet (Jests Maldonado) creates a strong
poetic image by combining crawled a gatas, which cannot be equaled
:either by the English crawled on all fours or by the Spanish anduvo
a_gatas. Much of contemporary bilingual poetry written by chicanes
is unique in its exploitation of the resources of both languages
to create poetic imagery.
Again, stylistic switching occurs not because the speakers lack an
equivalent_ in one of their languages, but rather because they wish
Such switching occurs when all parto convey a precise meaning.
ticipants are bilingual and when the social situation allows the

Although current research has concentrated primarily on the use of
code switching as a reflection of a social situation, some researchers have sought to expl^rc the differen, coae-switching styles of
_bilingual speakers. Preliminary work suggests that certain speakers
switch codes to emphasize statements, to paraphrase and narrate;
or to convey factual information, while others tend to be natural
mimics and adapt the switching patterns of the person to whom they
are_speaking. Unfortunately, most bilinguals are not aware of the
complexity of the strategies they use, and ...hen questioned will
often agree with their critics that they switch because it is a
_sloppy habit, or because they do not know the right words or cannot
think of them quickly enough, etc. It has occurred to very few

bilingual speakers that such stylistic switching is a reflection of
The recent work of Erica
language strength rather than weakness
McLure and James Wentz (197Sa, b), who recorded children's narratives,
shows that certain stylistic processes such as narration in one
language and quotation in another, are developed in children between
the ages of 9 and_12.
.

,

Code Switching and the Overall Proficiency of Bilingual Speakers
Switches of the typt we have examined presuppose a degree of proficiency _DI two languages that enables speakers to alternate
_between them meaningfully, dependin,; upon the requirements of the
social situation or their own expressive needs.
It must be
emphasized, however, that not all speakers have the resources needed
to switch in the patterns that have been described.
Many bilin__gmals switch only when speaking their weaker language in order to
add color or emphasis in the stronger language.
Others use highfrequency words (such as colors, days of the week, common nouns)
interchangeably in either language but without regard to their
connotative or affective meanings.
As stated earlier, bilingual speakers have in common only the fact
that they are not monolingual. Members of different communities
will_display different proficiencies, depending upon the frequency
of use of each of their languages.
If the community is typical of
the immigrant community described by Fizaiman (1964), then the
various generations will reveal clear differences as follows:
1.

Initial stage.
Immigrants learn English through their mother
tongue., English is used only in those domains (such as work)
where the mother tongue cannot be used.

2.

Immigrants learn more English and can speak to
Second stage.
Interference
each other in this language or in their own.
increases, although there is still a dependency on the mother
tongue.

3.

Speakers :unction in both languages with nearly
Third stage.
equal ease. Languages function independently, and domains
overlap.

4,

Fourth stage, English has displaced the mother tongue, except
for the most intimate or private domains. This stage is the
exact reverse of the initial stage.

Bilinguals in the fourth stage would not hate the language resources
They would
in the mother tongue for elaborate stylistic switches.
probably .witch only when the conversation was in the mother tongue
and on a topic for which they had no vocabulary in that language.
Bilinguals in the first stage, however, would be ex.lected to do

exactly the opposite.
Because their second language would be quite
weak, they would not be capable of introducing long or meaningful
sentence- length switches into this language. They would probably
switch only when speaking the new language or during those moments_
when they were speaking their first language and using technical
te'rminology-from_their new language.

E----

_

The_classroom teacher should be aware that the use or lack of use
of _Code switching by- bilingual students can very rarely suffice as
an index_of language strength or weakness.
Indeed, it would be difficult even for a trained linguist to make assumptions concerning the
-roficioncy:ofEparticular speakers from the use of different codewftching_patterns in their two languages. In some cases,_ the
ditection Of-language switching might be revealing, but here again,
What-may_Ebe revealed is the pattern and use characteristic cf the
ebMtUnity_rather than the skill of the individual speaker.
There
is no evidence in the existing research that suggests that wordlevel switches are characteristic of one level of proficiency or
that sentence, clause, or phrase switches indicate a different
level of Skill_development.
In fact, a switch at the word level
may be far more complex in its indication of precise meaning than
_several_sentence-length switches used for the same purpose. The
function and pattern of switches would have to be analyzed case by
case before a conclusion could
reached concerning their complexity
or their relative weakness or strength.

Code Switching as a Rule-Governed Process
__Several linguists who have studied code switching have concluded
that there may be syntactic limits to language alternation within
a given sentence. Or.e researcher (Timm 1975) has noted that certain segments of speech are never switched internally.
It is evident, moreover, that bilinguals who code-switch as a general rule
consider certain sentences unacceptable and ill formed (conventionally marked-with an asterisk). For instance,
-*El man_old esti enojado
*El man viejo esti enojado
*El hombre old esti enojado

(The old man is mad.)

were all considered unacceptable as opposed to
El old man esti enojado
The hombre viejo is mad

which were considered well formed.7

_

Recent work in linguistics has established the fact that native
speakers of a language have the ability to recognize immediately
When specific sentences do not constitute possible utterances in
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that language, A speaker of English would consider the following
sentences ungrammatical or ill formed:
*He is polyglot, aren't they?
*She was near the stream, wasn't it?
and at-the same time find the following sentence acceptable:

She was-near the stream, wasn't she?8
ese_examples suggest_that there is a specific rule in English;
(here_involving_tagAplestions)_that is being violated by two of
__thesesentences. While most native speakers may not be able_te
---verbalize-such_a_rule precisely, it _is evident that a certain set
7.------of-rulesjor_linguistic competence) accounts for judgments about a
language as_ well as the actual production of utterances in that_

an- ageGingras (1974) States_that
_

r

ere seems tobeasset of rules or constraints that are
operative and in order for a perscn to code-switch effectiveLr;=he_must control these constraints.___

,Other researchers have agreed with this hypothesis, and efforts have
--leen.made to_determine exactly what these rules encompasS. Two
zvsearchers__(Timm 1975 and Pfaff 1975) have explored the question
in some depth. The following selected examples of restrictions
-=_have==been suggested by Timm:

Switches that involve pronominal subjects and objects and the
-finite verbs to which they belong:
*Yo went.
*El wants.
*Mira him.
2.

(1 went.)
(He wants.)
(Look at him.)

(He sees him.)(She sees him.)(Him she sees.)

Switching between finite verbs and their infinitive complements:
*They-want-a venir.
*Quieren_to come.
*I'm going a decidir.
*Voy to decide.

3.

*Him mica.
*She sees lo.
*Lo she sees.

(They-want-to-come.)
(They want to come.)
(I'm going to decide.)
(I'm -going to decide.)

Switching in which the negating element does not correspond to
the verb undergoing negation:
*I do not (dot t) quiero.
*I do no want.
I no want.9

(I do not want.)

Evidence of restrictions was also found recently in the work with
Mexican American children carried out by Wentz and McLure (1975).
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_

Their research shows that rule underlying the language alternation
process are internalized during early childhood by speakers who
code-switch within their :ommunities. After a detailed study of a
number of syntactic features among Mexican American children, these
authors conclude:
The fluent bilingual chicano child, on the other hand,
appears_ts take both syntactic systems into account
equally when switching codes rather than favoring one or
the other.
For the fluent bilingual, two disparate linguistic systems are managed separately or blended, according to need...the results are far from chaotic.
For the classroom teacher the evidence in favor of the interpretation of_code switching as a rule-governed process is important_in_
_that_it suggests that a child who code-switches effectively between
English and Spanish and between Spanish and English, rather than
being alingual, nonlingual, or a_speaker of a senseless language
mixture, is actually operating within the rules of both systems in
a-uniquely complex manner.

Code Switching as a Dynamic Verbal Strategy
The above sections have only superficially presented the most
important aspects of code switching as a verbal strategy among
bilingual speakers. A number of other factors interaLt with the
processes described here to result in a dynamic linguistic process
as yet imperfectly understood. The difficulties of analyzing particular code switches may be made more evident by Table 1, in which
a working classification of code-switching patterns is presented.
The categories in this table have been used by Vald6s-Fallis=(1975)
to differentiate between the use and function of various patterns
of language alternation. These categorizations further emphasize
the difficuies of making generalizations about the form or length
of such switches and their actual purpose or effect.

CODE SWITCHING IN THE CLASSROOM

Code Switching in the Monolingual Lng 'sh-S

_

aking Classroom

Among Mexican American bilinguals, code switching takes place predominantly when the base language (the language being spoken) is
Generally, the alternating cede is used exclusively
Spanish.
with other bilinguals and is seen as an informal and perhaps
intimate mode of speaking. Very rarely do Mexican American adult
bilinguals code-switch when involved in conversations with Englishspeaking monolinguals or when in settings in which English monolin-
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momentarily join in the conversation. It could be eon-jectured,_then, that children, following the rules of their counity, would_also be unlikely to code-switch into Spanish when
-speaking_English in a classroom where only English is spoken. The
o Vieus exceptions would include the monolingual Spanish-speaking
_
-child who night venture forth to express a need in very limited
English and then have to use Spanish to continue. Such a situation
tight involve an emergency of some sort, since monolingual Spanishspeaking_children generally remain silent in the classroom unless
---ferced-t6-_speak_or until convinced that they can communicate in
lEnglish,_IThe_monolingual English-speaking teacher need -not_
oritarily worry about language alternation 13 the classroom.

e sWitehing_will take place, however, on the grounas_among the
childrenthemselves and with certain adults with whom_they may
=:havdeStablithed some rapport. Indeed, much of the Spanish
attieribetWeen_peers seems to involve -code switching, regardless__
elf-the baSelanguage._ It is not uncommon, for example, to_find
that-Mexican _American boys, involved in playing argame in which
iSsptedominantly used, will suddenly switth into Spanish
lef_enttain displays of hostility that include selectAinsults and
threats. Such switching clearly follows the patterns seen among
-adults_In which different roles or situations are reflected by
-

-__momentary_ angnage shifts.

For the monolingual English-speaking teacher who is interested in
interpersonal or community dynamics, the observation of such_play,
ground or otherwise "private" interaction among bilingual children
can oe most informative. As noted earlier, however, the teacher
Shauld-nvoid making generalizations about language strength and
weakness..

r-

__The situation for the bilingual "Anglo" teacher or for the bilingual Mexican American teacher in the monolingual English-speaking__
-ClasSroaffi is somewhat different from that described zbrIve and can
be said to parallel the situation of the teacher in the bilingual
classroom. The following section will discuss a number of factors
concerning switching in this latter context.

Code Switching in the Bilingual English/Spanish Classroom
Generally speaking, bilingual education involves the use of two
(or more) languages as instructional media for the teaching of
subject matter other than language per se.
Current bilingual education programs range from those in which bilingualism is seen as
__a transitional device to those in which biliterate bilingualism and
language maintenance are fundamental goals.
The bilingual classroom, in turn, varies according to the type of program of which it
is a pnrt,_the specific structure of the dual language instructional
process (different teachers for different languages, alternate days
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for different_languages with the same teacher, morning and afternoon alternation between languages, etc.) and, ultimately, the
individual language proficiencies of the teachers in question.
,,,Teachers should consider any discussion of code switching within
thebilingual classroom against the background of the program of
__-which -they are-apart. This section will raise_a number of questions_ratherthan_prescribe_behaviors for teachers in the bilingual

_

classroom_____ These questions should be answered by individual teach-ers,as_they_examine their own function and role within the class_room_and_its_impact upon the children with whom they interact.

=

Perhaprthe_mest_important question to be answered by the teacher
_anti by,those_who-plan_te_establish a_bilingual program is the question=ef,_a -ropriateness_of register. Recent work in sociolinguistics

WsA4972)_statement that
_-No =norMal-person, and no normal community, is limited to
a___sir_tgle-,_way,of speaking, to an unchanging monotony that

,_-_-_mioulcl,p,taclude_indications of respect, insolence, mock
,s_ eriousness_humor, role, distance, and intimacy by -_
other.

-kits

_

n other_words,:all speakers, whether members of monolingual or_
Lingual:speech communities, control a number of varieties -or modes_
of speaking_that_range from the most_ intimate to the most formal.
A-speaker=of:Englisb_very clearly selects different styles_When
Jecturing,before a large audience, meeting a person for the fittt
These different__
time -,4oking:with a spouss., or selling insurance.
styles_@r___registers) may be characterized by such factors as the
amount=_e_f=information_ that is left_in or out, the preciseness_of
Aronunciation_and intonation, and the like. Mart n Joos (1961) has
designated_the_Narious speech registers as intimate, casual, contatiVefermal-, and frozen.
,----Language_interaction within the classroom involves the use of a vari-_,
__ety-afstyles by the teacher and by the studentS in response. In
____generalhowever, the_ classroom has _been identified_(certainly with
regard_to the use of nonstandard dialects) as a domain wherein a

-varietyleflanguage is used other than that found in ordinary con_versation- The decision as to how formal or informal the language
use-in_a_specific classroom will be rests primarily with the
,teacher, who by attitude or example will set the tone for what is
_,-_considered "appropriate. As we have stated previously, code
-- switching -is a mode of speaking that is generally considered appropriate -for use in informal, casual, or intimate speech among
_bilingual speakers. Normally, only one of the speaker's languages
generally -the prestige or majority language) kill be chosen for
--the-most-formal interaction.

It is important to bear in mind again here that immigrant bilintual
In
communities tend to become monolingual within four generations.
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_

----the_United,States,_pressures toward assimilation are amplified by
___the_overall_use_of English in most everyday experiences; this
usuallyleads_children to feel somewhat less secure in their home
aanOage,in___the course of time. On the other hand, it has been
noted_that_if there remains even one domain in which children must
use_this_home language, the probability of their retaining it is
_

h-erease&significantbe_following_questions should be considered by teachers in order
__to determine theizpolicy _about code switching in the classroom:
attitude_toward,this_mode of speaking? DO
t ey_habitually switch? Or -do they find it distasteful? ,Do
they_switch when speaking both languages or only when speaking
vanish?

-

_

roficient and confident are they in Spanish? Do_ they
refer_to_teach in English and often feel insecure when giving

_How

_:adVariCed lesson-ih-Spenish?

How_rproficient_are the students in both English and Spanish?
l_f_therole_of the program is to bring about bil:terate bilinzualism, is this being accomplished? Or does -most instruction
_,inSpanish getuswitched" to English in the course of the
_lesson? Are the students comfortable in discussing academic
subjects--in both_ languages, or do they seem to lack Spanish-_
vocabulary in the higher grades? Has a transition actually-been-taking place?

Powprevalent is-the use of Spanish in the community? Is it
primarily the home language? What is the attitude of
the-community and the parents toward their own code switching?
5._ If the community is slowly shifting from English/Spanish bilingual to English monolingual, how important is it to provide in
the bilingual program a domain in which only Spanish is- used?
_

--Lf code switching is not considered appropriate in the class-_room, is this ban limited to recitations and presentations by
both teachers and students, or does it include group work or
other in-class peer interaction? Can language use by students
-with students actually be controlled by the teacher?
_

-Finally, what is-the present overall policy (stated or unstated)=
lerlanguage use in the program?

----Phillips_(1975) examined code switching in a bilingual education
program-and found that (1) code switching took place primarily
--__during_Spanish instruction and seldom during English instruction;
(2) students seemed to follow a teacher's switching pattern; and
(1) Spanish (during instruction in Spanish) was used essentially to
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teach
lesson, while English was used for classroom control.
The implications of such language choice (the power and efficiency
of-English-as opposed to Spanish) were certainly important for both
Atudents:anclteachers.

Cheices concerning actual language use are complex.
It is diffioult_to__know how much influence a bilingual program may have on the_
a_bilingual community.
It is possible, however, that
-well- planned programs may be important in the preservation and
Maintenance of minority languages in this country.
Policies concerning-_the use of one language or both within the same classroom
ruIes-forthe_use_ of each must be logically establishedaccord_
ing to_the:pUrpose for which the bilingual program mas implemented.
he:community and_its educators see language maintenance -as a
tinct:gbal,:the policies concerning the use of the minority
-714n-gage-_Will be of one sort, while if the_goal_is simply for- the
Tchiltlien_ta_achieve proficiency in the majority language as quickly
_=z;aslloSsible,_th-e-policies will be quite different.
Until such
--gbais_:andpolicies are made clear for all bilingual programs, the
most:Jive-ft-ant consideration is that teachers accept code switching
a universal bilingual verbal strategy. The complexity of -this
jptacess-_suggests thatrather than being alingual and limited, its
usersilre_in a_unique position to use language creatively.

NOTES
1

From-the bilingual corpus collected at New Mexico State Unisity,-Las-Cruces by the authcr.
Net all researchers in the area of bilingualism agree that
he concept of interference is a useful one.
Fishman, for example,
--has suggested that the languages of a community_wherein_in-, igroup
bilingualism obtains be studied not as two pure and distinctlan7_
uagesitliat-ffavo "rubbed off" on one another but rather as unique
Vatieties__(perhaps_combinations of language X and language_Y),_each
with a definite structure, each utilized by specific persons for
_specific purposes, goals, interactions, etc. Another researcher,
Gumperz,_ has proposed the term linguistic repertoire to speak -of
the varieties of language or languages used by a particular speaker.
--ASIFishman has stated, the term interference has unfortunate pejorative connotations and suggests that the language of bilinguals
bas _not been-approached in an unbiased fashion.
3

Corpus, New Mexico-State University.
_

4Erica McLure, Aspects of code switching in discourse of
bilingual Mexican American children (paper presented at the Georgetown University Round Table on Languages and Linguistics, Washington,

1977).
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_

5Corpus, New Mexico State University.

6

From the poem "Under a never changing sun," by JesGs Maldonado,
Literatura chicane: texts y contexto, eds. A. Castaneda Shular et
Prentice-Hall, 1972), 33-34.
al. (Englewood Cliffs, N.J.:
7
From Rosario GingrAs, Problems in the description of SpanishEnglish intrasentential code switching, in Southwest areal linguisInstitute for Cultural Pluralism,
tics, ed. G. Bills (San Diego:
1974).
= 8

From A. Akmajian and Frank Heny, An introduction to the
principles of transformational syrtax (Cambridge, Mass.: The M.1.T.
Press, 1975).
9From L.A. Timm, Spanish English code switching: el porque y
how-not-to, Romance PhITOlogy 28, 473-82.
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